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What we have to offer

Our Whitepaper aims to educate our readers about our tokenomics, visions, features and goals as we pave the way forward for a new generation of tokens.

Our advanced earning dashboard allows you to have complete control of your rewards whether you wish to reinvest, trade and time the market, or simply collect your rewards.

Trust & Transparency

Trust and transparency is paramount to our core values at Early Bird.

We aim to be transparent with the community in all our actions we take with this project and align our interest with yours by holding zero developer and marketing tokens.

Security

Upon launch the token the liquidity will be locked for 1 year.

*Audit will be obtained after launch

Community & Longevity

We believe this is the most important part to any token. We aim to be engaged with the community and seek community feedback to expand our ecosystem.
Our features

Early bird holders are put in control of their rewards and have the option to receive reward distribution automatically or manually. Early Bird offers the following incentives for holders.

Tax free dividends auto reinvestment

You have the option to enable automatic reinvestment to create compounded rewards, no buy tax is applied to automatic reinvestment purchase.

*To allow buyers to remain in control this functionality is turned off by default.

Everyholder qualifies for payout in BNB or any token you wish

Get paid in a community curated list of BEP-20 tokens. Unlike some other divided paying tokens, Early Bird does not enforce any kind of minimum token requirement to get your dividends. So regardless if you’re a whale or a small fish you can participate! This ensures that Early Bird is accessible to investors regardless of market cap. No glass ceilings here!

*In order to receive automatic payouts, you must hold at least 10 billion Early Bird tokens. Otherwise rewards will need to be claimed manually through the dashboard.
Success driven mechanics

The Early Bird project uses success driven mechanics to reward the developers instead of giving them tokens at launch. This ensures that the dev team and holders motivations are aligned and that the dev team is in it for the long haul!

No developer or marketing tokens

The biggest issue we see with developers holding tokens or using tokens for marketing purposes is that those tokens have to be sold. Selling dev or marketing tokens impact the chart and liquidity negatively.

Operations pool

Early Bird collects 3% of all transactions which is allocated towards an operations pool to fund future development in order to fulfill our roadmap objectives, expand the Early Bird ecosystem, and marketing funds.

Tokenomics breakdown

BUY

- 6% to holders
- 1% to LP
- 4% to Operations Pool

SELL

- 15% to holders
- 1% to LP
- 4% to Operations Pool

Circulating supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 quadrillion tokens)